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INTRODUCTION
Communication is the fundamental need of human beings. From the early evolution of civilization man has invented various means to communicate with others especially with one who is far away geographically. With the expansion of business operations in the world and the trend of human migration, a rapid communication solution became urgency. Internet-based communication system has successfully solved the communication problem with its multiple applications and its use in various dimensions. Internet is now not only the means of communication but also the warehouse of data (i.e. online database), media of promotion (Web advertising), virtual market (i.e. ebay, amazon), means of service distribution to end-users (i.e. online banking, online newspapers), mode of entertainment (i.e. online games, movie, music), virtual community (i.e. blogging, facebook, twitter), and many more. Now, 28.7% of the world population is Internet user. In Bangladesh the number of Internet users as in August 2010 is about one million which is only 0.6% of the total population. Though the ratio of Internet users against the population is very low but its significant growth over the last 10 years is remarkable, which is about 500%.
The history of Internet is not old in Bangladesh as in other developing countries or even in developed countries. The Internet operation in Bangladesh started on June 4, 1996 through subscribing the VSAT (Very Small Aperture Terminal) data circuit by the Government of Bangladesh. Telecommunication infrastructure is the base of Internet service dissemination. With the evolution of mobile telecommunication system, wireless Internet, a new horizon of Internet service, was enlightened. Now the Internet users want portable service as they can use it from anywhere else even when they are moving. Now in Bangladesh six mobile telephone operators are functioning and each of them is providing wireless Internet services: Grameen Phone Limited (GP), Orascom Telecom Limited (Banglalink), Pacific Bangladesh Telecom Limited (Citycell), Axiata Bangladesh Limited (Robi), Airtel Bangladesh Limited and Teletalk Bangladesh Limited. These six operators provide EDGE (Enhanced Data rate for GSM Evolution) or EVDO (Evolution Data Optimized) technology based wireless Internet service. Recently a new dimension of wireless Internet service WIMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access) has been inaugurated in Bangladesh. Two companies Banglalion and Augere (Qubee) have started to provide WIMAX based wireless Internet services in the country which is gaining popularity very rapidly.
Attributes and facilities of WIMAX based and EDGE/EVDO based wireless Internet service are different. Consumers' brand choice behavior is led by different factors: product's/service's attributes is one of the most leading factors among them. The wireless Internet services in Bangladesh are basically of two types one is WIMAX based which is provided by two companies, Banglalion and Augere, another is EDGE/EVDO based which is provided by six mobile phone operators of the country. A comparative study between these two types of service may bring the key success factors of ISP (Internet Service Provider) business in light.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Internet is now very essential to people. Though the user ratio is very low but faster and sky-rocketing growth is knocking at the door of the industry. Most of the individual users prefer wireless Internet service to wire-based fixed line service. There are eight companies playing in the wireless Internet industry of Bangladesh. Available wireless Internet services in the country are basically of two types, WIMAX based and EDGE/EVDO based. Two companies are providing WIMAX based service and six mobile phone operators of the country are providing EDGE/EVDO based service. What are the potential attributes of interest that lead the users to choose a specific type of service? This question should be answered to force the industry to the benchmark as well as to take right repositioning strategy by the existing players of the industry. Measurement of users' service selection behavior may neutralize the problem of understanding that how the consumers make service selection decision. Which type of wireless Internet service bears more prospects to lead the industry? It should be explored to take the right entry strategy by the new players of the industry as well as to take right growth strategy by the existing players of the industry.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The main objective of the study is to measure the comparative service choice behavior of individual users of WIMAX based and EDGE/EVDO based wireless Internet service. Some other additional objectives are also established along with the main objective and these are stated below:
1. To explore the salient attributes that lead the individual users to choose a specific type of wireless Internet service (i.e. WIMAX, EDGE/EVDO) 2. To measure the individual users' attitude towards the attributes of WIMAX and EDGE/EVDO based wireless Internet service 3. To test the hypothesis to compare differences in individual users' attitude towards WIMAX and EDGE/EVDO based wireless Internet service 4. To provide recommendations to promote the wireless Internet service industry in Bangladesh
METHODOLOGY, DATA AND STUDY LIMITATIONS
This empirical study was chiefly based on quantitative data. Both primary and secondary data were used to complete this study. Population of the study is all the individual users of wireless Internet service provided by eight companies in Bangladesh. The working population was limited to the users in Khulna and Dhaka city due to the convenience of the authors. To collect the primary data, 192 wireless Internet service users were selected as sample, 92 customers from WIMAX users and remaining 100 from EDGE/EVDO users. Convenient sampling technique was used to isolate the sample units from working population. Required primary data were collected from sample respondents through personal interview with a structured questionnaire. To measure the consumers' attitude towards salient attributes of wireless Internet service 5 point likert scale (C.R. Kothari 2005) was used. The foremost limitation of the study is associated with the sample size, sampling technique, and working population. 192 samples might not be enough to generalize the findings over the concerned population. Random sampling technique would have been better than convenient sampling technique, but for the researchers' easiness convenient sampling technique was used. Sample respondents were chosen from Dhaka and Khulna city only which can be considered another limitation. This study focused on the broad types of wireless Internet service (i.e. Wimax and EDGE/EVDO), not on any specific brand (i.e. Banglalion, Qubee, Grameen Phone, Citycell etc.). Specific brand may contain different status from its broad category. So further research can be carried out on the issue focusing on the specific brands.
DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURE AND PROPOSED MODEL
To measure the consumers' attitude of wireless Internet service, Fishbein multi attribute model (Fishbein, M. 1963 x is considered as mean of beliefs towards EDGE/EVDO based Internet service.
HYPOTHESIS
To compare the individual consumers' attitude towards WIMAX and EDGE/EVDO based wireless Internet service, the hypothesis is developed as follows:
Null Hypothesis 2 1 0 :
, that means there is no significant differences between the mean of consumers' attitude towards WIMAX and EDGE/EVDO based Internet service.
Alternative Hypothesis
, which reflects that mean of consumers' attitude towards WIMAX is not the same as consumers' attitude towards EDGE/EVDO based Internet service.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Fishbein Multi Attributes Model was developed by Martin A Fishbein in 1963 and it was described in his publication entitled 'An investigation of the relationships between beliefs about an object and the attitude toward that object' which was published in the Journal of Human Relations, August 1963, 16: 233-239 . According to this model, attitudes are formed based on two basic components. One is the belief about the specific attribute of an object and another is the evaluation of feelings of the attribute of an object. In this study the salient attributes of wireless Internet could be speed, bandwidth fluctuation rate, monthly cost, price of required modem, network coverage, helpful customer care and technical support, instant query of data usage, bill payment system, etc. The According to the model explained above with data presented in the Table 1 From the above calculation it indicates that customers show overall more positive attitude towards WIMAX based Internet services than EDGE/EVDO based Internet services. More specifically Banglalion and Qubee, the Wimax operators creates more positive attitude in the customers mind than six mobile phone operators in the country who also compete as the EDGE/EVDO based Internet service operator. the actual perception of an object formulated through using experience. So we compare the customers' beliefs towards both WIMAX and EDGE/EVDO based Internet services and to measure the significance of the observed differences between the types of service Z test technique was used.
Comparative customers' belief between the WIMAX and EDGE/EDVO based Internet services is show in the below table. 
|1.96|
Rejected The above hypotheses are tested by using the technique of Z test regarding the differences between two means. The computed Z values of the Table are determined by using formula: At 5% level of significance, the critical value of Z for two tailed test is ± 1.96. If the computed value of Z is greater than +1.96 or less than -1.96, then H 0 is rejected otherwise H a is rejected or H 0 is accepted.
From the above table, it is found that H 0 is accepted against only 3 attributes, monthly cost, customer care service and online data usage query respectively among the 10 attributes and H 0 is rejected against the remaining 7 attributes. That means, there is no difference between customers' attitude of WIMAX and EDGE/EVDO based Internet service regarding the 3 salient attributes but there are significant differences between the same regarding remaining 7 attributes. More specifically consumers' attitude is more positive towards WIMAX regarding Bandwidth (Speed), low fluctuation rate of band width, price of required modem, network, simplicity in configuration setup or driver installation, and connection sharing facilities than EDGE/EVDO based Internet services. On the other hand consumers' attitude is more positive towards EDGE/EVDO regarding only convenient bill payment and recharge system than WIMAX based Internet services. And customers show the equal attitude towards the regarding monthly service usage cost, customer care service, and online instant query about data usage.
In case of cost for monthly service usage and instant query about data usage; customers' attitude towards both types of operators below satisfaction level.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
On the basis of overall customer attitude found in this research; EDGE/EVDO based Internet service operators (i.e. six mobile phone operators of the country) should improve their services to compete with WIMAX operators. Banglalion and Qubee (Wimax operator) should improve their bill payment and recharge system to make it more convenient to the customers. EDGE/EVDO based operators should increase bandwidth (speed) of their service, reduce the bandwidth fluctuation rate, they should also expand the connection sharing facilities as now it is a common state of affairs that a single household uses more than one computer. The price of EDGE/EVDO compatible modem is higher than WIMAX based modem according to the customers' belief, so EDGE/EVDO operators should sell the required modems at lower prices. Even they can provide it free of cost to the new customers against a long term service using contract.
